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T

he human heart has limited regeneration capacity after birth and methods for safe and reproducible generation of stem cellderived therapy for use in patients have not been successful. These include culturing of the stem cells or its products in undefined
conditions and on xenogenic materials like MatrigelTM that render the cells unsuitable for human therapy and extensive variations in
the differentiation protocols. In order to replace the xenogenic MatrigelTM and the use of ROCK inhibitor for a fully defined protocol,
we have explored the extracellular matrix (ECM) components in the heart and found that a cardiomyocyte laminin protein is a highly
biologically culture matrix. Here, we show based on deep RNA sequencing human heart muscle, that laminin 221 (LN-221) is the
most abundantly expressed laminin in the human heart. We synthesized LN-221 as a recombinant human protein and found it to
drive pluripotent human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) to the cardiovascular lineage under fully defined human conditions. LN-221
induces specific biological effects in hESCs by down regulating genes involved in pluripotency and teratoma development, while
up regulating genes for cardiac development. We have also identified a highly reproducible expression signatures during differentiation
of two separate hESCs to cardiovascular progenitors (CVPs) that become beating cardiomyocytes(CMs). Cardiac transplantation of
CVPs into ischemic reperfusion heart in farction region in mice resulted in the formation of human muscle bundles. These bundles
were formed from single troponin negative CVPs which later organized itself in vivo into well-organized CMs with normal
sarcomeres and gap junctions. Transplanted hearts also showed improved cardiac function by echocardiogram. Moving towards a
clinically safe therapy, we investigated the safety of these CVPs using a teratoma assay and in vivo imaging. We propose that LN221-mediated differentiation of hESCs to CVPs may be developed as a new and fully human methodology for regenerative
cardiology.
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